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Chapter 1

Release Features
This chapter lists the new and changed features in the Solace PubSub+ Software Message
Broker, Version 9.0.1.7
Release packages and minimum software versions are moved to
https://docs.solace.com/Solace-SW-Broker-Set-Up/Release-Packages.htm
Software Message broker infrastructure details are moved to https://docs.solace.com/SolaceSW-Broker-Set-Up/Min-Support-Req.htm

New and Changed Features in Version 9.0.1.7
The following new features and changes were introduced in SolOS-TR Version 9.0.1.7 and
are available in all 9.0.1.7 loads:

Name
N/A

Status

Description
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Contact Information
For further information, contact Solace at:
Solace Corporation
535 Legget Drive
Third Floor
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada
K2K 3B8
Voice:

+1 613 271 1010

Fax:

+1 613 271 2844

E-mail: info@solace.com
Web site: www.solace.com
For customer support:
North America Toll Free: +1 866 SOLACE1 (+1 866 765 2231)
International: +1 613 270 8404
E-mail: support@solace.com
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Resolved Issues
This chapter lists the known issues in the Solace PubSub+ Software Message Broker that
have been resolved in the current and previous versions.

Issues Resolved in the Current Version
Table 2-1

Issues Resolved in Current Version

Reference
Number

Description

SOL-11478

Improved compatibility of PubSub+ Software Message Broker with secure
linux kernels.

SOL-13892

The software message broker may reboot if an SMF client connects using
both TLS transport and Kerberos authentication and its login message is
large due to some combination of long VPN name, long client name or long
router name. This issue does not impact the appliance.
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Issues Resolved in Previous Versions
Table 2-2

Issues Resolved in Previous Versions

Reference
Number

Description

Version 9.0.0.17
SOL-12559

/etc/resolv.conf would be reset to default after upgrading the software
message broker to a new version.
This can cause DNS resolution to fail
Workaround:
Reconfigure /etc/resolv.conf after upgrading.

SOL-12402

The software message broker would fail to start in the event that the
underlying docker host returns zero for "cpu MHz" in /proc/cpuinfo.

SOL-10088

Config-sync will fail to sync if it is enabled while more than 1000 endpoints
are created by a single client-username on software message brokers, or
16000 endpoints are created by a single client-username on hardware
message brokers.

SOL-12139

Queue browsing is not supported for AMQP clients.

SOL-11746

Source script using "show current-config all" output from a router in HA group
could fail.
Workaround: comment out the line "redundancy node-type "messagerouting-node" " or "redundancy node-type "monitoring-node""
or redundancy node-type monitoring-node"

SOL-11433

The output of the following "SSL Statistics" in "show stats client detail" are
always zero.
* Sent Bytes
* 1 Second Egress Rate (bytes/sec)
This is only an error in statistics and does not impact service.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-11410

"solacectl images ls" does not list old images from previous upgrades.
Workaround: Use "docker images --all" to view old images.

SOL-10416

The message broker is vulnerable to CVE-2018-12384 / RHSA-2018:2768.

SOL-10415

The message-broker is vulnerable to CVE-2018-14634 / RHSA-2018:2748.

SOL-9730

An empty result can be returned if the more-cookie of the legacy SEMP
"show cache-instance * count <count>" command is executed while a cache
instance is being administratively deleted.

SOL-9313

The message broker is vulnerable to CVE-2018-5740 / RHSA-2018:2570.

SOL-7690

When selectors are used by multiple consumers on non-exclusive endpoints,
it is possible that the message broker returns messages that do not match
the application's selector.

SOL-4448

The #MSGVPN_REPLICATION_DATA_QUEUE shows a Max Msg Size
Allowed of 10000000B even though it will accept the maximum message size
the platform supports.

SOL-13023

When configuring dynamic message routing, if the certificate authority is not
properly provisioned before the #ACTIVE link is configured to use SSL as
transport, the #ACTIVE link will not come up until the broker is rebooted.

SOL-12000

When max-delivered-unacked-msgs-per-flow is set to 1, AMQP consumers
from the endpoint will only receive 1 message approximately every 5
seconds.
Workaround: Use a larger value of max-delivered-unacked-msgs-per-flow.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-9431

Type information was missing for the following elements in semp-rpc-replysoltr.xsd.
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/cspf/neighbor/neighbors/neighbor/queue-stats/controlqueues-control-card/queue/name
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/cspf/neighbor/neighbors/neighbor/queue-stats/dataqueues-line-card/queue/name
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/hostname/current-value
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/hostname/deferred-value
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/router-name/current-value
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/router-name/current-value-mirroringhostname
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/router-name/deferred-value
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/deferred-config/router-name/deferred-value-mirroringhostname
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/product-key/product-keys/product-key/value
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/smrp/database/routers/router/block-utilization-efficiency
* /rpc-reply/rpc/show/snmp/snmp-server/users/user/group-name
Version 8.13.1.30

SOL-11414

If the message broker's incoming guaranteed message processing capacity
is exceeded incoming messages may be discarded with no distinction
between those published as guaranteed and those published as direct but
promoted to guaranteed because they match a queue, topic endpoint or
replicated topic subscription. This can severely impact the performance of
guaranteed message publishers as they need to retransmit the discarded
guaranteed messages. If the broker's incoming guaranteed message
processing capacity is exceeded, it should instead discard incoming
promoted direct messages and backpressure guaranteed message
publishers.

SOL-11519

The “Demoted to Direct” message spool processing statistic incorrectly
counts direct messages that are delivered to at least one direct destination
and are also promoted to guaranteed but with no eligible guaranteed
endpoint destination. These messages should instead be counted by both the
messages “Promoted to Non-Persistent” statistic and the ingress guaranteed
messages discarded due to “No Eligible Destinations” statistic.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-12326

AMQP publishers sending fragmented messages over multiple transfer
frames may trigger a resource leak on the message broker. If the broker's
free resource level falls too low, it may disconnect slow clients and stop
accepting new connections. The broker needs to be rebooted to recover from
the resource leak. The work around is to set the frame size to at least the size
of the largest message.

SOL-12046

Administratively removing subscriptions on MQTT persistent(clean=0)
sessions containing wildcards via CLI/SEMP can result in the message
broker failing to start after the next reboot due to an error in it's configuration
database.

SOL-11886

The message broker incorrectly returns a HTTP response code of 400,
together with a description of "Wildcards in URI are not supported" when
attempting to configure an ACL profile exception containing wildcards via
SEMPv2.
Note that the ACL profile exception can still be created despite the incorrect
return code.
Workaround: Use legacy SEMP or the CLI to create the ACL profile
exception.
Version 8.13.1.17

SOL-10311

When querying for the SEMPv1 equivalent for "show username", SolOS
returns "???" for file-transfer users' "global-access-level" and "default-vpnaccess-level". This can result in SolAdmin returning exceptions such as
"string value '???' is not a valid enumeration value for cli-access-level".

SOL-11068

SSL replication bridge fail to connect with failure reason "certificate chain too
long".

SOL-10089

SolOS is vulnerable to CWE-693 on the management interface.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-10118

Upscaling to the 200k connection scaling tier would cause the software
message router to be stuck at a message count utilization of 100%.
Workaround: Reset the message spool immediately after upscaling.
service msg-backbone shutdown
hardware message-spool shutdown
system scaling max-connections 200000
admin
system message-spool reset full
no hardware message-spool shutdown
no service msg-backbone shutdown
There is no workaround if the message-spool is enabled after scaling to 200k.
A new instance would need to be created.
Version 8.13.0.30

73885

The replication data queue(#MSGVPN_REPLICATION_DATA_QUEUE)
would continue to reject messages due to "Spool Over Quota" even after the
replication queue was trimmed by consuming messages from the replicated
VPN.
Note that this would only occur after "Spool Over Quota" occurs on the
replication data queue prior to trimming.
Workaround: Shutdown and re-enable replication on the affected VPN.
This will cause any messages stored in the replication data queue to not be
replicated to the Disaster Recovery (DR) site.

SOL-8386

An HTTP GET for /crossdomain.xml sent to a web messaging listen port may
not return the expected crossdomain.xml file for appliances running SolOS
8.5 and software message broker versions 8.9, 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12.

SOL-9096

Enabling a second VPN with a conflicting port number for the REST service
will cause the message broker to not be able to finish startup after a reboot.
Workaround: Verify that there are no conflicting REST port numbers via
"show service" before enabling the second VPN.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-8923

SSL connections in the TCP FIN_WAIT_2 state are incorrectly counted
against the maximum SSL connection limit on the message broker.
This could trigger SYSTEM_SSL_CONNECTIONS_EXCEEDED when SSL
applications are rapidly connecting and disconnecting without a graceful
closure of their TCP connections.

SOL-8343

Due to a race condition in the sequence in which a distributed lock is taken, it
is occasionally possible that the standby router of a HA pair would not take
activity when the currently active router goes down.

SOL-8433

If the message priority feature is enabled on a queue, deleting a message
from the queue with a queue browser may cause a restart of the appliance.
This impacts appliances with an ADB3 or ADB4 blade that are running SolOS
8.5.
Version 8.12.0.1007

72650

The SEMP command 'show message-spool message-vpn' doesn't support
paging but the response may be too large for a request over the message
bus.
Workaround: Issue the request on the management interface.

72827

SEMP responses are returning default instead of default6 for the destination
of ipv6 gateways

73010

Output of "show syslog" always report the status as down when viewed from
the CLI. This is a display only issue and does not reflect the actual state of
the syslog service.

73657

Message broker will not boot up subsequently if external disk is removed
after solacectl reconfigure volumes back to primary disk.

73702

For CLI/SEMP users, VPN Access Level Exceptions in LDAP Groups do not
take effect after the message broker is rebooted.
Workaround: Reconfigure the VPN Access Level Exceptions after a reboot.
Version 8.11.0.1033

SOL-7292

User passwords may be logged to the command log in plain text.

69049

The router might force-detach AMQP publishers when it cannot keep up with
the messaging rate.
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Reference
Number

Description

Version 8.11.0.1029
73285

Event log sampler does not work on PubSub+ software message broker.

71603

Controlled HA fail over may not succeed if the monitoring node is
unreachable.
If the monitoring node is not reachable from the primary or backup nodes and
a manual fail over is performed, there is a chance that the fail over will not
succeed and that neither primary nor backup would take activity. Restoring
activity is possible by restarting the nodes.
This problem exists in loads from 8.4.0 to 8.9.0.

72712

Multiple SYSTEM_HA_REDUN_GROUP_NODE_JOINED or
SYSTEM_HA_REDUN_GROUP_NODE_LEFT events may be generated
without a corresponding SYSTEM_HA_REDUN_GROUP_NODE_LEFT or
SYSTEM_HA_REDUN_GROUP_NODE_JOINED event.

72868

VPN_AD_MSG_SPOOL_QUOTA_EXCEED log entry is not generated when
spool usage is exactly equal to quota.

72962

The VMR may not work IBM Cloud Kubernetes when redundancy is
configured with DNS names.

72986

The router might not clean up REST publishers in the CLOSED state. This
occurs when the publishers change credentials and then send their HTTP
payloads in the same TCP segment as the HTTP header.
Workaround: Administratively disconnect these REST publishers in the
CLOSED state through the CLI or SEMP.

72988

The router might not respond to HTTP POSTs from REST publishers. This
occurs when the publishers change credentials and then send their HTTP
payloads in the same TCP segment as the HTTP header.
Workaround: Disconnect the REST publisher and resend the message.
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Reference
Number

Description

73027

SolOS will fail to start when a #DEAD_MSG_QUEUE is configured to have a
non-zero max-redelivery setting. This can be done by creating the
#DEAD_MSG_QUEUE programmatically using the Solace APIs, together
with a template queue on the application's client-profile.

73040

Enabling a second VPN with a conflicting port number for the REST service
will cause the message broker to reboot and fail to restart properly.
Workaround: Verify that there are no conflicting REST port numbers via
"show service" before enabling the second VPN.

73157

VMR CSPF neighbors can fail to come up after the VMR is rebooted.
Workaround: Toggle the neighbor link by shutting it down and re-enabling it
again.

73162

Restarting the AD-Standby VMR may cause a momentary service interruption
on the primary.

73434

Queue subscriptions are not restored after reloading from backup.
Workaround: Shutdown and reset the message-spool before reloading from
backup.

73446

Endpoints from previous configuration can still remain despite reloading
configuration from a backup that don't contain them.
Workaround: Shutdown and reset the message-spool before reloading from
backup.

SOL-6201

After periods of network connectivity problems between the nodes in a
redundant triplet, there is a chance of neither the primary nor the backup
node taking activity.
Specifically, when the active node is fully isolated from the redundancy group
soon followed by isolation of the standby node there is a small window of time
where both nodes attempt to take activity and then fail to gain activity due to
their isolation. This leads to a deadlock in the redundancy system.
This issue exists on loads 8.10.0 and earlier.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-6198

In a redundant triplet, restarting either the active or standby node during high
rate of traffic has a chance of preventing persistent messaging services from
becoming operational on that node after the restart. The visible result will be
that redundancy does not ever reach the UP state. Service will still be
provided by the active node.
The chance of this problem happening is low. Reproduction typically requires
10s of restarts in situations where it is known to occur. The problem exists on
loads 8.10 and earlier.
Workaround: Restart the stuck node.

SOL-6136

Redundancy will not become active after the following sequence of events:
1. misconfigure the mate-link
2. enable redundancy
3. disable redundancy
4. fix mate-link configuration
5. enable redundancy - redundancy should come up, but does not
The impact of this issue is zero if the configuration is entered correctly. The
issue is present in all loads 8.10 and earlier.
Workaround: Restart the software broker after the configuration is corrected.

SOL-3504

Unsubscribing from a durable topic endpoint via AMQP results in an
“amqp:not-found” error.

SOL-3049

Client certificate authentication does not work over AMQP.

Version 8.10.0.1092
61580

Client-profile eliding parameters are not included in the output of the "show
current-config" CLI command.

71603

An HA fail over may not succeed if the monitoring node is unreachable.

73051

Redundancy may fail to recover after an in-service upgrade of the primary
VMR.
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Reference
Number

Description

73162

Restarting the AD-Standby VMR may cause a momentary service interruption
on the primary.
This problem exists in loads 8.8.0 and 8.9.0.

SOL-3674

Under heavy traffic load, especially over WAN links, the PubSub+ Software
Message Broker may restart unexpectedly.

SOL-3233

The software message broker might occasionally fail to start the SolOS
process, with error messages similar to ‘Error response from daemon:
container "0ec891c194d39442b1a08…": already exists’ in /var/log/messages.
Workaround:
1) As root, execute "docker-containerd-ctr --address
/run/docker/containerd/docker-containerd.sock -namespace moby container
list" and verify that the returned output is not empty.
2) As root, execute "docker-containerd-ctr --address
/run/docker/containerd/docker-containerd.sock --namespace moby container
rm <container id from (1)>"
3) As root, execute "solacectl service start"

73000

VMR 8.9.x.x will fail to start when executed in non-privileged mode on
OpenShift.

73233

Message-spool corruption might occur after system limits are scaled up and
VPN bridges are in use. This can occur on VMRs after the "system scaling
max-connections" command is executed. This can also occur on physical
appliances after installing hardware upgrades.
Workaround: Reset the message-spool after scaling up system limits.
Version 8.9.0.1025

73261

There may be guaranteed message loss on an HA failover.

73203

Restarting the AD-Standby VMR may cause a momentary service interruption
on the primary.
Version 8.9.0.1020

SOL-3529

The VMR might occasionally fail to start the SolOS process, with error
messages similar to " Error response from daemon: container
"0ec891c194d39442b1a08a14952b7ead5c6fd5e48c6d4044ca1a270c59ea26
2e": already exists" in /var/log/messages.
Workaround:
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Reference
Number

Description

1) As root, execute "docker-containerd-ctr --address
/run/docker/containerd/docker-containerd.sock -namespace moby container
list" and verify that the returned output is not empty.
2) As root, execute"docker-containerd-ctr --address
/run/docker/containerd/docker-containerd.sock --namespace moby container
rm <container id from (1)>"
3) As root, execute "solacectl service start"
72927

Incorrect IP addresses are displayed for CSPF and SMRP connections.
There is no functional impact.

72943

Several special characters should not be encoded in request-target while
operating in REST Gateway mode when interacting with Microservices.

72923

The Solace router may not send PUBACK responses to an MQTT client for
all of the QoS1 messages the client publishes
Version 8.9.0.1008

72505

If a remote hostname is configured with a period (.), underscore (_) or dash
(-) as the first or last character the router may fail to restart.

72068

The router is exposed to CESA-2018:0260 and CESA-2018:0483.

71903

Redundancy does not become operationally up when the docker version of
the VMR is running on AWS m5 instances.

71843

The router is exposed to CVE-2008-5161.

71814

Heavy churn of MQTT clients may result in the VMR restarting.

71653

The router is exposed to CVE-1999-0511.

71594

Message spool statistics on the standby router may display stale values.

61851

Router is incorrectly tracking the number of "Multiple kernel panics detected"
for a longer period of time than one hour, which may cause SolOS to fail to
start when 3 such errors have occurred over a period longer in excess of one
hour.

64512

The VMR is not supported on platforms with dynamic CPU frequency scaling
enabled (for example, Intel SpeedStep or Intel Turbo Boost).
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Reference
Number

Description

67100

When there are a mix of different transacted message types and nontransacted messages present on the router, a disk defrag may fail to free up
any space.
Workaround: Consume or delete all older messages prior to performing a
disk defrag in this scenario.

69219

In 'show stats neighbor detail' the TTL Exceeded statistic was incorrectly
tracked as an ingress discard rather than an egress discard.

69227

Continuous, rapid JNDI look ups may cause the router to restart.

70338

LDAP substitution variables ($CLIENT_USERNAME, $VPN_NAME and
$ATTRIBUTE_VALUE_FROM_PRIMARY_SEARCH) do not escape LDAP
special characters such as '(' and ')'. This causes LDAP authentication and
LDAP authorization groups to fail due to an internal filter error if the
substitution variables contain LDAP special characters.

70453

Neighbor links may fail to reconnect after a network interruption.

71286

Security scans report vulnerability to CWE-693.

71302

An upgrade may fail to complete when a file-transfer user is connected.

71343

VMR failover for REST consumers is dependent on link bandwidth between
active and backup routers.

71451

AMQP clients sending already settled (at most once) messages can send a
maximum of 255 messages as the Solace router does not send new link
credits.

71592

config-sync may change the wrong username's password.
Workaround: Enable config-sync before creating usernames on an HA pair,
or always create usernames on the same router in an HA pair.

71641

Running the CLI command "show current-config message-vpn #config-sync"
will block all subsequent configuration commands from completing and
eventually cause the router to restart.

71809

Compressed clients may be incorrectly flagged as slow subscribers.

71821

REST messaging will now accept an HTTP REQUEST with method
OPTIONS and url='*', and the server will respond, stating that POST and
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Reference
Number

Description

OPTIONS methods are allowed. Any other specified url will result with a
response error code of "405 Method Not Allowed".
71873

The VMR may fail to start after an upgrade to 8.8.

71963

Transacted replication compatibility mode does not propagate
acknowledgements to the DR site when only queue browsers are used to
delete messages from an endpoint.

72459

The destination string for REST POSTs to the Solace router is incorrectly
limited to 249 instead of 250 characters.

72496

The number of Solace-User-Property headers for REST POSTs to the Solace
router is incorrectly limited to 31 instead of 32.

72505

If a remote hostname is configured with a period (.), underscore (_) or dash () as the first or last character the router may fail to restart.

72561

If message VPNs are added and removed from the router, it may restart.

72735

Bridge connections may take too long to reconnect after a network
interruption.

72767

The way Solace-Correlation-ID and Solace-Message-ID fields are acted upon
has changed for REST services, please refer to customer documentation for
details. Most notably, non-REST service providers replying to incoming
REST clients must now always reflect back either the Correlation ID or the
Message ID.
Version 8.8.0.1017

72293

Creating usernames before creating a username called "admin" may prevent
the VMR from restarting successfully.

72250

The Solace router is exposed to the Intel Spectre (CVE-2017-5753 & CVE2017-5715 vulnerability)
Version 8.8.0.1008

71557

The router will not boot properly when two CSPF neighbors are configured
with identical IP addresses and ports.
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Reference
Number

Description

70946

The Solace router does not correctly handle batchable transfers from AMQP
clients. This impacts clients using the AMQP 1.0 .NET library.

71058

The operational redundancy state may be incorrectly report as up when an
HA fail over will not work.

69178

The SEMP command `show storage-element * detail` does not produce the
proper output.
Workaround:
Use the SEMP command `show storage-element *` to get the correct
information.

70030

For the VMR redundancy configuration with 'switchover-mechanism hostlist',
the SMF ports must be configured the same on both nodes to be able to get
config-sync to run.

70521

The #P2P/v:<router-name>/> covering set subscription is not properly added
to VMR neighbor links. This can result in request/reply across neighbors to
fail

70837

SEMPv2 URL's that contain a '+' as part of the query parameters now
correctly decode that '+' as a space.
Workaround: Use the SEMP command `show storage-element *` to get the
correct information.

71101

SNMP traps for CSPF link up and CSPF link down is no longer supported.

71234

"release-activity" can be executed even when the mate router cannot take
service.

71303

The VMR will fail to restart if a CLI user is configured without a password.

71304

The VMR will fail to start after an upgrade directly from version 7.2.0 to 8.7.0
if the admin CLI user has the default password.
Workaround:
Ensure the admin CLI user password is changed from the default in 7.2.0 or
upgrade via 8.6.0.

71326

The guaranteed messaging window on VPN bridges might close prematurely,
leading to lower than expected throughput over high RTT bridging links.
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Reference
Number

Description

Version 8.7.0.1030
71405

The Solace router is exposed to the Intel Meltdown (CVE-2017-5754)
vulnerability)
Version 8.7.0.1027

71084

In 8.7.0.1022, if the VMR network interface configuration has been changed
from DHCP to statically assigned IP addresses, user defined network
configuration may be lost on a reboot.
Workaround: Disable the cloud-init network module prior to upgrading to
8.7.0.1022 or when provisioning a new VMR with a statically assigned IP.
The network module can be disabled using the following command from the
sysadmin account:
sudo tee /etc/cloud/cloud.cfg.d/99_network.cfg <<-EOF
network:
config: disabled
EOF

71219

Upgrades to SolOS-TR Version 8.7.0.1022 will fail if the VMR was originally
installed using SolOS-TR 7.2 to 8.0 without cloud-init.
Workaround: Run the following command on the host before the upgrade:
chmod 600 /etc/solace/solace-container.d/shadow

71166

The VMR will not failover correctly in the event that one or more links
between nodes go down.

68490

Trusted certificates may be lost when changing hostnames with solacectl.
Workaround: Issue a backup-for-upgrade in CLI prior to using solacectl.
Version 8.7.0.1022

55055

The reason code in the SYSTEM_CLIENT_CONNECT_AUTH_FAIL event
is Unauthorized: Unknown in too many cases.

57025

TTL packets destined for bridges, that have their TTL exceeded, are
discarded at the egress end for AD messages, but at the ingress end (extra
hop) for direct messages.
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Reference
Number

Description

58993

The number of transacted sessions in a message VPN is not strictly
enforced and may exceed the configured limit.

60710

SYSTEM_ROUTING_CSPF_CONN_DOWN and
SYSTEM_ROUTING_CSPF_CONN_UP events are not generated.

64047

The 'show acl-profile * detail count <num-elements>' command does not
always return the correct number of objects.

64704

If a router has a temporary endpoint with a name exceeding 200 characters,
the router will not restart properly.

65037

Under very high endpoint churn, the appliance may sometimes reboot when
executing endpoint-related SEMP commands.

65178

Under certain condition, large results from "show message-spool messagevpn <> rates" can cause the router to restart.

65469

"show queue|topic-endpoints '*' " on a router with a large number of
endpoints may cause the router to restart.

65580

The more cookie returned in the response to a 'show smrp subscriptions'
SEMP request fails schema validation.

65762

SYSTEM_AUTHENTICATION_SESSION_DENIED is listing source IP
address of failed connections as 127.0.0.1 instead of the correct IP
address.

65868

The following setup may cause a router crash: 1. Two routers are
connected with a direct message bridge. 2. Persistent messages are
attracted to the direct message bridge (i.e. demoted). 3. The up stream
router supports more ingress flows than the down stream router.

65912

Starting in 7.2, permissions on exported current-config files incorrectly
restrict access to only the "admin" user.
Workaround: After exporting configuration, use the admin account, drop to
a bash shell and use "chmod g+r <config-filename>" to fix the permissions
on the exported configuration file.

65977

The router may restart when LDAP with TLS is used for
authentication/authorization and connectivity to the LDAP server is lost
during the TLS handshake
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Reference
Number

Description

66259

If a consumer using a selector fails to bind because the configured maxegress-flows limit has been reached, other consumers using the same
selector may stop receiving messages.

66265

The message-vpn filter the in the CLI command "show log acl client-connect
message-vpn <name>" prevents any exceptions from being displayed.

66522

A rare race condition triggered by constant churning of cli processes by
solgeneos or similar monitoring tools while appliance is busy can cause an
appliance restart.

66795

In extremely rare circumstances a guaranteed messaging HA failover may
not complete following the uncontrolled restart of the primary. Manual
intervention is required to complete the activity switch.

67154

The router is exposed to CESA-2017:1484 (Stack Clash).

67410

The SolOS appliance may fail to startup, and hang indefinitely, after
upgrade if the SolOS application disk partition (/usr/sw) has low available
storage. This condition exists only on the first reload/reboot after successful
upgrade.
Workaround: If this condition is encountered, reboot the appliance.

67411

If consumers using selectors repeatedly fail to bind because the maximum
number of egress flows bound to a transacted session exceeds the limit of
256, other consumers using the same selector may stop receiving
messages.

67710

Shutting down web-transport service erroneously kills all mqtt web-transport
services.
Workaround: Disable and enable mqtt web-transport services to get them
working again.

67772

If a connection with many transacted sessions is closed some of the
transacted sessions may persist on the router for 90 seconds.

68039

Customizing the generation of events with eventConfiguration.initrc doesn't
work.

68069

Changes to services ports may be reverted on router restart.
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Number
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68086

Changing the config-sync replication bridge from compressed to
uncompressed data will result in the router being unable to restart unless
there is a plain text port configured.

68265

The VMR will fail to boot up after an upgrade if additional interfaces were
created using the unsupported "create interface" CONFIG CLI command.
Workaround: Delete the interface before upgrading.

68287

Adding an OBO subscription to a persisted MQTT client may cause the
router to fail to boot after the next system restart.
Workaround: Do not apply OBO subscriptions to clients associated with
persistent MQTT sessions.

68511

The router presents a false positive to CVE-2017-8831 (Linux Kernel
Double Fetch Denial of Service Vulnerability by local users) on some
vulnerability scanners.

68812

Under very rare circumstances a router may drop messages published to
another router in a multi-node routing network.

69019

A combination of long user names, long VPN names, long returned
Kerberos tokens and client connection churn may result in clients being
unable to connect to the appliance.

69020

A SEMP v2 get on bridges with a count greater than 50 may return an error
if there are thousands of bridges on the router.

69201

Redundancy may remain operationally down when trying to run multiple
VMRs in the HA group on the same host.

69276

Using client certificate authentication will eventually cause the VMR to
become unresponsive or restart.

69281

Security scans report vulnerability to CESA-2017:2285, CESA-2017:1931,
CESA-2017:2016, CESA-2017:1916, CESA-2017:1842, CESA-2017:1860,
CESA-2017:2192, CESA-2017:1852, CESA-2017:2029, CESA-2017:1868,
CESA-2017:1871, CESA-2017:2473 and CESA-2017:2679

69357

Memory is leaked when a consumer connects using a selector that includes
a numeric literal.
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Number

Description

69564

Client certificates are being requested from connecting REST and AMQP
SSL clients even when the message VPN does not have client certificate
authentication configured.

69742

When the SEMP SSL service is enabled but the SEMP plain-text service is
not enabled, the SEMP service does not start correctly after a router restart.
Workaround: After a router restart, manually disable the SEMP SSL
service and re-enable it.

70273

SolOS will not start properly if the router's host name is 64 characters.
Version 8.6.0.1010

69708

AMQP messages received with certain combinations of message
annotations, properties and application properties will be properly forwarded
through the router.

69792

The router supports the JMS/AMQP encoding of JMSMessageID and
JMSCorrelationID as specified in amqp-bindmap-jms-v1.0-wd08
<https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/60251/amqpbindmap-jms-v1.0-wd08.pdf> rather than that of amqp-bindmap-jms-v1.0wd06 <https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/56418/amqpbindmap-jms-v1.0-wd06.pdf>.
Version 8.6.0.1008

68726

Client connection scaling is only available via cloud-init keys. Attempting to
scale client connections via CLI will result in the message spool not being
able to activate.
Version 8.5.0.1008

67966

If publishers send sustained high rates of direct messages that are enqueued
for guaranteed delivery, the VMR may restart.

67779

The VMR may fail to restart if message VPNs are created, then removed and
new message VPNs are created.
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Number
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68450

Changing the config-sync replication bridge from compressed to
uncompressed data will result in the router being unable to restart unless
there is a plain text port configured.

68454

When using multiple interfaces, the VMR will fail to start after an upgrade.
Version 8.4.0.1010

67581

VMRs running guaranteed messaging combined with slow storage may have
the mate link bounce
(SYSTEM_LINK_ADB_HELLO_PROTOCOL_DOWN/SYSTEM_LINK_ADB_
HELLO_PROTOCOL_UP) which results in temporary loss of redundancy.
Version 8.4.0.1008

67636

A VMR upgrade from SolOS 7.2.0 to 8.3.0.1004 may result in system
instability.

67439

The following vulnerabilities have been fixed: CentOS Security Upgrade for
nss (CVE-2017-7502), Glibc heap/stack jump (CVE-2017-1000366), and
Sudo exploit (CVE-2017-1000367).

67122

On upgrade from 7.2.0, the VMR may fail to startup if certain message-vpn or
client-profile scoped configuration parameters were set in excess of the
supported system-wide maximums. The affected configuration parameters
and their system-wide maximums in 7.2.0 (in brackets) are listed below:
configure/message-spool/message-vpn/max-transactions (5000)
configure/message-spool/message-vpn/max-transacted-sessions (1000)
configure/client-profile/message-vpn/message-spool/max-transactions (5000)
configure/client-profile/message-vpn/message-spool/max-transactedsessions (1000)

67229

Sending large bursts of invalid requests to one of VMR's WebSockets ports
could result in the VMR stopping.

67175

Upgrades in AWS failed because there was an extra file in /boot on the host
taking up too much space.
Workaround: rm -f /boot/*.vmimport
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66825

Subscribing to the special MQTT topic "$SYS/client/reply-to" returns a string
that is null terminated.
Workaround: Trim trailing null characters in returned string.

66725

Keep Alive interval signaled by MQTT clients was misinterpreted by the VMR
due to wrong endianness.

66320

In the VMR, SolOS CLI user authentication via LDAP will fail (permission
denied) if the SolOS CLI user 'admin' has not been created. No SolOS CLI
users exist in the VMR default configuration.
Workaround: Create the SolOS CLI user 'admin'.

66177

On upgrade from VMR SolOS version 7.1.1.345, the VMR will accept TLS
version 1.0 connections, this cannot be disabled via the SolOS CLI.

62613

If there are any uni-directional remote bridges in a VPN, you cannot use
SEMPv2 to view/manage bridges in that VPN. This does not affect
bidirectional bridges.
Workaround: Provision all bridges before allowing remote bridges to connect
their remote, unidirectional bridges or use SEMPv1 to manage/view bridges.

59499

Objects with double-quotes in their names may not be manageable using
SEMPv2.
Workaround: Don't use double-quotes in the names of objects when using
SEMPv2.
Version 8.3.0.1004

64634

Running out of both memory and disk space on the VMR host system could
lead to corruption of the VMR configuration database. This will cause system
restarts and prevent the VMR from starting.

65140

Router fails to operate when attached with an external spool that is more than
4TB.

61919

Dirty COW (CVE-2016-5195) is a privilege escalation vulnerability in the
Linux
Kernel. To get privilege escalation you would have had to have already
logged into the VMR.

65465

Prior software versions would silently corrupt the configuration database of
the router if two different CLIs made contrary modifications no client-
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usernames. The router will continue operating normally until a reload is
attempted (or the system restarts because of a critical error; excluding
reloads associated with the "boot" command -- the "boot" command will
restart the system correctly). After the reload, the system will fail to start up
and a support call will be required to restore the system properly.
Workaround: When running earlier software versions, never modify clientusernames in two overlapping CLIs sessions.
65562

Deleting all LDAP servers without shutting down the LDAP profile will cause
the VMR to fail to start up on the next reboot.
Workaround: Shutdown the LDAP profile before deleting all LDAP servers.

65717

Connections to the VMR using Comet could may stall and not send
messages. When the timeout period expires, the connection will be reset.
Version 8.2.0.112

62156

In very rare cases, the standby router will be unable to assume activity due to
an inability to enable the backup's message-spool.

63713

During HA congestion, the mate-link connecting to the mate router link may
temporarily bounce.

64187

Under rare conditions, the appliance may restart when running show queue
messages detail command via CLI or SEMP.

64842

VMRs using e1000 interfaces may experience sporadic network disruptions
due to an issue with the driver.
Version 8.1.0.108

63656

Client certificates are being requested from connecting MQTT WSS clients
even when the message VPN servicing the MQTT port does not have client
certificate authentication configured.

63593

Editing the LDAP profile to remove the base-dn for searches while the profile
is enabled can cause the router to restart following a reboot.

62290

The VMR may occasionally send invalid data to SolAdmin that will prevent
SolAdmin from being able to manage it.
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60615

The previous version of SEMPv2 was incorrectly marked as having SEMP
API version 2.7.2. The correct API version is 2.0.0. The latest SEMP API
version, as of this release, is 2.1.0.
Version 8.0.0.102

62566

If clients using selectors do not rebind to their endpoints following an HA failover the appliance may restart during a subsequent HA fail-over.

60043

Assert-master will not properly synchronize passwords if they have been
changed while config-sync is out-of-sync.
Version 7.2.2.34

61674

Transacted session resources on the appliance may become exhausted if
clients using transacted sessions disconnect ungracefully. This will prevent
additional transacted sessions from being created.

62167

REST messages may time out with "504 Gateway Timeout" following the
VMR spiking to 100% CPU Utilization.

63030

AWS VMR upgrade from 7.2.0 enterprise to 7.2.1 enterprise fails due to
unremoved AWS files.
Version 7.2.1.616

60573

DTO flagged messages will not be delivered across neighbor links between a
VMR and a hardware appliance.

62093

After a CSPF neighbor link becomes operational, the link may encounter a
temporary spike in messaging latency.
Version 7.2.0.717

61339

Clients connecting with Kerberos and long client names may fail to
authenticate.

61374

#P2P subscriptions may be incorrectly blocked by ACL rules.

61524

The router may restart when a large number of web client login requests are
rejected by the router.
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Version 7.2.0.700
54308

When logging in as root or support user, the following message will appear
on the terminal: "Error sending status request (Operation not permitted)"

55637

Configuration changes made between executing backup 'for-upgrade' and a
non-upgrade VMR restart will be lost.

55863

The power-down command will not stop the VM instance when running in the
cloud. The VMR will restart automatically after issuing the power-down
command

58283

Timestamps of ACL, REST and no-subscription-match log entries are
incorrect.

58710

Addressed an issue that would cause a VMR to reboot and be unable to start
successfully.

58730

On rare occasions, when delivering bursts of messages to a client or a CSPF
neighbor, the router may restart.

60107

When performing a reload of backed-up configuration on cloud VMRs, a VMR
may not have all data restored properly, leading to an unexpected system
restart and inability to bring up the VMR.
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3
Changed Functionality
This chapter lists changes to the functionality in the Solace PubSub+ Software Message Broker
Evaluation Edition in the current version of the Solace PubSub+ Software Message Broker. Changes
that occurred in previous versions are also included in the current version.

Changes to Functionality in Current Version
Table 3-1
Reference
Number

Changed Functionality in Current Version
Description

N/A

Changes to Functionality in Previous Versions
Table 3-2

Reference
Number

Changed Functionality in Previous Versions

Description
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Reference
Number

Description

Version 9.0.0.17
SOL-13413

PubSub+ Software Broker file-transfer and cli users get permission denied
when writing to the root jail directory.
Workaround:
Files can be written to an alternate directory (i.e. jail/configs).
Another method is to fix this by changing the host directory volume to group id
501.
For example if the volume is /var/lib/docker/volumes/jail/_data:/usr/sw/jail, then
the following command will modify the group:
sudo chgrp 501 /var/lib/docker/volumes/jail/_data

SOL-11928

The ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA and DES-CBC3-SHA weak ciper suites
are removed from the management interface's default cipher suite list.
Upgrade behavior:
If the default cipher suite list is used before upgrading, these ciphers will be
automatically removed.
No changes will be made if a custom cipher suite list is used before upgrading.

SOL-10446

tls-cipher-suites' default value is now represented as "default" instead of an
expanded list of cipher-suite names.

SOL-10917

The SSLDowngradedToPlainText field in the CLIENT_CLIENT_CONNECT
event log entry is deprecated. SSLNegotiatedTo must be used instead.

SOL-10508

In SEMPv2, "not-applicable" has been removed from "authenticationScheme"
of "MsgVpnBridge".

Version 8.13.1.30
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-12180

The following medium strength ciphers have been removed from the default
cipher list. These ciphers are still supported and can be manually re-added, if
required.
* ECDHE-RSA-DES-CBC3-SHA
* DES-CBC3-SHA
Version 8.13.0.30

73089

On software message brokers, the input of the software ADB mate-link is now
used to help prevent spurious failovers.
This enhances reliability and has no impact of service.

SOL-9229

The following changes were made to the SEMPv2 API(semp-v2-swaggerconfig.json and semp-v2-swagger-config.yaml):
"parameters/countQuery" and "parameters/cursorQuery" parameters were
added to the following paths to support paging:
GET /about/user/msgVpns

SOL-8836

The CLI command tree under "configure/routing" (with the exception of the
routing interface) has been moved to "configure/routing/multi-node-routing".

SOL-2960

On the software message broker, the CLI command "configure/configsync/mate-port" is now replaced with "configure/redundancy/mate-smf-port".

Version 8.12.0.1007
SOL-6898

"show ntp-server" is deprecated.
Use "show clock detail" instead.

73835

The command 'show message-spool message-vpn *' by default now sorts by
message-vpn name, instead of by number of messages spooled. A new
parameter 'sort-by-messages-spooled' has been added to allow sorting by
number of messages spooled
Version 8.11.0.1029

SOL-8196

CLI/SEMP users with VPN Read-Write permissions are now permitted to
modify the REST service mode for the VPN.
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Reference
Number

Description

Version 8.10.0.1092
SOL-4454

Maximum guaranteed message size of 1,000 connections scaling tier is now
reduced to 10MB.
Version 8.9.0.1020

72967

The JMS header properties JMS_Solace_HTTP_target_query and
JMS_Solace_HTTP_target_path have been deprecated. Use
JMS_Solace_HTTP_target_path_query_verbatim instead.

73034

The message-spool admin command, defragment-spool-files, has been
disabled and will not start the defragmentation process.
Version 8.9.0.1008

72880

REST client auto-generated reply-to destinations have been modified.

72878

REST clients may receive a different HTTP status code in some failure
scenarios.

72767

The way Solace-Correlation-ID and Solace-Message-ID fields are acted upon
has changed for REST services, please refer to customer documentation for
details. Most notably, non-REST service providers replying to incoming REST
clients must now always reflect back either the Correlation ID or the Message
ID.

72680

A REST messaging request-reply to a topic for which there is no subscription
will now result in an immediate "404 No Subscription Match" error rather than
forcing the client to wait for the Solace-Reply-Wait-Time-In-ms timeout to
elapse.

72536

Maximum number of Solace-User-Property headers included in outgoing
REST messages has been increased to 96, up from 32.

71821

REST messaging will now accept an HTTP request with method OPTIONS
and request-target '*'.

72680

A REST messaging request-reply to a topic for which there is no subscription
will now result in an immediate "404 No Subscription Match" error rather than
forcing the client to wait for the Solace-Reply-Wait-Time-In-ms timeout to
elapse.
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Reference
Number

Description

71410

The CLI commands "show dns" and "configure dns polled-domain-name" have
been removed. Name server configuration can be done at the host level.

71715

JNDI lookup failures now generate an event
(CLIENT_CLIENT_JNDI_LOOKUP).

59425

The hostname length has a maximum limit of 64 characters. The router-name
length has a maximum limit of 64 characters. The virtual-router-name (or any
field that allows virtual router name) has a maximum limit of 66 characters.

70572

The VPN_BRIDGING_BRIDGE_STALLED event is now raised when the first
message on a bridge is discarded as out of order twice in a row. Previously,
the event was only raised after the number of discarded messages was
greater than the transport window on the bridge.

72201

Spool files defragmentation will terminate early when it encounters the first
published message on the disk that is part of a local transaction, or an XA
transaction in the Active, Idle, Suspended or Prepared state.
Version 8.8.0.1008

58379

The message-spool stats on an AD-Standby router have no meaning. The
stats will now be zeroed to make it more obvious they are not current counts.

61271

Designating a message-VPN the management VPN will no longer
automatically update the configuration on the replication site. The
administrator must manually update both sites. The change will continue to
be propagated to the HA mate via config-sync.

68809

The attributes of certain objects have been modified to be long values (int64)
instead of integers (int32). These attributes are: EventThreshold (all integer
attributes) EventThresholdByPercent (all integer attributes)
EventThresholdByValue (all integer attributes) MsgVpn (all integer attributes)
MsgVpnBridge (all integer attributes) MsgVpnBridgeRemoteMsgVpn
(egressFlowWindowSize) MsgVpnClientProfile (all integer attributes EXCEPT:
queueControl1MaxDepth, queueControl1MinMsgBurst,
queueDirect1MaxDepth, queueDirect1MinMsgBurst, queueDirect2MaxDepth,
queueDirect2MinMsgBurst, queueDirect3MaxDepth,
queueDirect3MinMsgBurst, queueGuaranteed1MaxDepth,
queueGuaranteed1MinMsgBurst) MsgVpnMqttSessionSubscription (all integer
attributes) MsgVpnQueue (all integer attributes EXCEPT: maxMsgSize)
MsgVpnRestDeliveryPointRestConsumer (remotePort) MsgVpnTopicEndpoint
(all integer attributes EXCEPT: maxMsgSize)
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Reference
Number

Description

69136

All VMR logging now uses a millisecond time stamp format.

70358

Router Names are no longer permitted to contain double quotes.
Version 8.5.0.1008

Sol-240

Starting in release 8.5.0, the default disk controller is SCSI in Open Virtual
Appliance (.ova) packages has been changed to SCSI.

Sol-246

Starting in release 8.5.0, for VMR Machine and Cloud images, the default
value of the ssh port of the host is 22, and the default value of the ssh port to
the VMR container is 2222.

65834

Directly changing the owner of an MQTT queue is no longer allowed.
Workaround: To change the owner of an MQTT queue, you must instead
change the owner of the MQTT session who owns the queue. This will change
both the MQTT session owner and the MQTT queue owner.

67326

The router will no longer allow configuration changes when the message spool
is activating if the configuration command is eligible for HA config-sync.
During this time, the router will prompt the user to try the configuration again
later.
Version 8.4.0.1008

68217

SEMPv2 changes:
1.Addition of specific types in the Swagger spec for certain values that
were previously untyped and therefore default to integers.
2. Removed systemInformation endpoint. The information it provided
is now available from about/api.

67213

Two entries in the SEMPv1 xml schema definitions file "semp-rpc-soltr.xsd"
(BAUD_RATE_PARAM and SCALING_MAX_CONNECTIONS_PARAM) have
been changed from "integer" to "int". This does not affect the wire-line protocol
for SEMPv1, but may have some impact on any libraries that are generated
from our input schema.
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Number

Description

63385

Configuring VMR High Availability has changed. Refer to customer
documentation section "Managing VMR Redundancy" for more information.

Version 8.3.0.1004
64357

Support for SNMP has been removed from the VMR. All SolOS CLI
commands relating to SNMP have been deleted from the CLI tree.
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Reference
Number

Description

65376

The following CLI commands and their SEMP equivalents were included in
previous schemas but returned 'unsupported' when invoked. They have now
been completely removed from the VMR.
admin/disk/rebuild
admin/disk/rebuild-speed
admin/interface <n>/switch-active
admin/system/message-spool/assert-disk-ownership
admin/system/message-spool/override-flash-failure
boot
clear snmp stats
configure/console/baud-rate
configure/hardware/disk <n> shutdown
configure/hardware/message-spool/internal-disk
configure/hardware/power-redundancy
configure/hardware/topic-routing/acl-topic-matching-mode
configure/interface/member
configure/interface/primary-member
configure/interface/traffic-shaping/egress/rate-limit
configure/interface/traffic-shaping/egress/shutdown
configure/message-vpn <n>/semp-over-msg-bus/legacy-show-clear-cmds
configure/redundancy/mate-router-name
configure/redundancy/vrrp-vrid
configure/snmp-server/*
delete-load <n>
setup
show/disk
show/snmp

65658

The SolOS CLI command configure > redundancy > auto-revert has been
removed from the VMR. The VMR will not release activity from the backup
node when the primary node is ready to provide service.
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Reference
Number

Description

Version 8.1.0.108
N/A

Release 8.1.0 of the VMR introduces a new packaging format for the VMR the VMR as a Docker image. This feature introduces some changes to prior
VMR supported commands and behavior:
• The following commands are no longer available via CLI/SEMP. Please refer
to customer documentation for details on configuration in these areas in this
release:
configure/authentication/allow-direct-shell-login
configure/clock/set
configure/hostname
configure/dns/name-server
configure/dns/dhcp
configure/ntp-server <ip-addr>
configure/interface/shutdown
configure/ip/vrf <n>/dhcp
configure/ip/vrf <n>/interface/ip-address
configure/ip/vrf <n>/route
configure/ip/vrf msg-backbone/*
shell
show/ip/vrf msg-backbone
show/ntp-server
• Shell users are no longer preserved on upgrades or created for new
deployments
• The ‘admin’ user no longer exists by default
• Removed support for login into the VMR using ssh as the support user
• DNS server will no longer be removed if they are not reachable

64807

Shell users, including the support user, are no longer supported within the
VMR container. They are not preserved through an upgrade from a previous
release.
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Reference
Number

Description

59023

Before you could only run the SSL SEMP service if the plain-text SEMP
service was already running. Now, you can now shutdown the plain-text SEMP
service and run the SSL SEMP service on its own.
Version 8.0.0.102

63072

The commands to configure replication ports have changed. The old command
'replication mate connect-port <port>' has changed to 'replication mate
connect-via <ip>:<port>'.

63962

The default setting for 'message-vpn default export-policy export-subscriptions'
has changed from true to false.

Version 7.2.2.34
62976

MQTT clients connecting using WebSocket transport can now specify subprotocol identifier strings other than "mqtt". The MQTT 3.1.1 specification
requires that clients use "mqtt" but some third-party implementations list only
the string "mqttv3.1". Solace now accepts connections from these third-party
clients.
Version 7.2.1.616

61222

"maxMsgSpoolUsage" default value has been reverted back to 4000MB.

61679

The default value for 'client profile default message-vpn default message-spool
max-transacted sessions' has changed from 1000 to 10.

Version 7.2.0.700
57584

The conflicting router event
(SYSTEM_ROUTING_CSPF_DUPLICATE_ROUTER_NAME) has been
modified. "Unique Id" replaces "MAC address". Here is a sample:
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Reference
Number

Description

2016-06-07T02:40:58+0000 <local3.warning> lab-132-23 event: SYSTEM:
SYSTEM_ROUTING_CSPF_DUPLICATE_ROUTER_NAME: - - CSPF
Duplicate Router name
v:lab-132-15/primary being advertised by lab-132-15 Unique Id
8f:e5:2c:98:9b:9b:a7:aa
59248

NTP related CLI commands are no longer supported in the VMR CLI or
application container. NTP configuration should be performed directly on the
host.

59658

A backup performed on a Solace VMR will not maintain the passwords set for
the admin, support, and root users, and it will not maintain any created CLI
users and their passwords.

60546

In order to prevent assignment of the same default port values for the SEMP
SSL and WEB SSL services during upgrade from 7.1 to 7.2 VMRs, the SEMP
SSL port will be assigned a new default value of 943 during the upgrade. This
is also the new default value for this service for new VMR installations. This
change applies only to Solace VMR products, as of release 7.2.
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Chapter 5

Limitations and Known Issues
Limitations
Table 4-1

Limitations in the Current Version

Reference
Number

Description

N/A

The following Solace features are not managed through Solace, but are
instead managed by the host operating system:
• NTP
• Interfaces
• Routes
• Hostname
• Host clock settings
• DNS Settings
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Reference
Number

Description

N/A

The following Solace features are not supported:
• Legacy mode SEMP over msg-bus commands
• Legacy mode ACL rule enforcement
• SNMP
• Cut-through guaranteed messaging
• TLS session tickets
• TLS version 1.0
• Ip vrf msg-backbone
• TCP initial congestion window size, maximum window

size, and maximum segment size settings in clientprofiles and cspf neighbors
N/A

The PubSub+ Software Message Broker cannot automatically release activity
from the backup node when the primary node is ready to provide service since
the SolOS CLI command configure > redundancy > auto-revert has been
removed.
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Known Issues
Table 4-2

Known Issues in the Current Version

Reference
Number

Description

SOL-13182

Syslog forwarding can still continue to use the old DNS servers despite new
DNS servers being configured in the CLI.
Workaround:
As root, execute "systemctl restart rsyslog" to cause syslog forwarding to
make use of the newly configured DNS servers.

SOL-12291

On platforms where disk I/O operations take tens of seconds to complete, it is
possible that an HA failover between brokers may not complete successfully.

SOL-12183

Configured endpoints will be deleted if message-spool reset is done when the
backup software message broker is active.
Workaround: Failover to the primary software message broker instance
before resetting the message-spool.

SOL-9699

LDAP authentication for CLI/SEMP will fail if no internal CLI users are
configured.
Workaround: Configure an internal CLI user.

SOL-4448

The #MSGVPN_REPLICATION_DATA_QUEUE shows a Max Msg Size
Allowed of 10000000B even though it will accept the maximum message size
the platform supports.

SOL-9699

LDAP authentication for CLI/SEMP will fail if no internal CLI users are
configured.
Workaround: Configure an internal CLI user.

SOL-9011

If SolOS is not up, attempting to log into the CLI may result in an error instead
of a login prompt to the support shell.

73750

SYSTEM_AUTHENTICATION_SESSION_OPENED and
SYSTEM_AUTHENTICATION_SESSION_CLOSED log entries can be
triggered by DNS events. This includes DNS servers becoming reachable(or
unreachable) and configuring(or removing) DNS servers.
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Reference
Number

Description

SOL-8195

SolOS will fail to startup if invalid SSL certificate is configured via config-keys

SOL-7121

PTP will fail to synchronize if system time delta is greater than 4 hrs from the
PTP server.
Workaround: Manually adjust the system time to correct the large time delta
before enabling PTP.

SOL-4059

The Message Spool Ingress Discards statistic from the "show client stats
detail" command does not increment.
Workaround: Detailed message spool discard statistics can be seen using
"show client message-spool-stats".

SOL-3121

Messages that expire off a queue will not be moved the dead message queue
on the replication standby site if consumer ack propagation is enabled.

SOL-4122

A PubSub+ Software Broker cannot participate in a multi-node routing (MNR)
network of PubSub+ brokers (appliances and/or software brokers), if the
network contains more subscriptions than the maximum supported by that
Software Broker . The maximum subscriptions supported by the software
broker depends upon the scaling tier selected on the broker.

SOL-4157

Queue network name is incorrect after session.Provision(queue, ...), leading
to ACL denial.

SOL-4182

The TCP settings for initial-cwnd, max-wnd and mss for clients (in the clientprofile) and neighbors (in the neighbor config) are ignored.

SOL-4220

PKCS8 format for encrypted RSA private keys for router server certificates is
not supported.

SOL-4223

Running the VMR on a KVM or Hyper-V hypervisor using cores that span
multiple CPUs and where the timestamp counter (TSC) is not synchronized
across those CPUs may cause the VMR to restart.

SOL-4232

Using SEMPv1 and SEMPv2 concurrently is not recommended, especially
when configuring the router.

SOL-4045

In rare situations, the appliance may be unable to spool messages received
from a transacted session which would ultimately result in the commit
operation failing.
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5
Upgrades
Upgrades section and steps have been moved to our documentation site:
https://docs.solace.com/Solace-SW-Broker-Upgrade/SW-Broker-Upgrade.htm
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